Special Category Yagyas : Vastu Shanti Yagya

Vastu Shanti Yagya

Vastu is a part of Sthapatya Veda(vedic architecture). According to the Vaastu shastra, energy imbalances in the home are the cause of
obstacles in one's progress. Sometimes there are faults in construction to add to any innate problems with the present energy of the
environment.

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price:
Sales price: $ 2,500.00

Ask a question about this product

Description
Vastu is a part of Sthapatya Veda(vedic architecture). According to the Vaastu shastra, energy imbalances in the home are the cause of
obstacles in one's progress. Sometimes there are faults in construction to add to any innate problems with the present energy of the
environment. This Yagya is highly recommended when moving into a new home.It removes all evil and negativity of the home, improves the
health of the residents, increase creativity & inner intelligence, increase the longivity of life, growth in spiritual & material life, increase harmony
& stability in family. In commercial place by performing Vastu yagya improves the efficiency of employees, expansion & profit in business. The
process involves energizing the actual ground or bhoomi, the foundations, the central pillars and the entrances of the house. It is also highly
beneficial if some one is not living in a house according to vastu. It corrects the Vastu dosha when performed periodically.
Vastu Shanti Yagya is divided in to 2 parts i. e :
Bhoomi Pujan (Rituals before ground breaking):
This is done before ground breaking. After purchasing the land the person have to contact their astrologer to take the muhurta for ground
breaking .
Then on the basis of that muhurta our Pandit Panel will do Puja and Yagya in India and in the same time the person also have to do some Puja
and special things on the land ( we will guide and send instruction for that). Then they will start digging the land.
Then by another Muhurta they will start the construction and on that day also Pandit panel will continue the Yagya and Puja. It is the part of
Bhoomi Pujan.
Griha Pravesh Yagya ( entering a home first time):
It is done after completing the house and on this day special Yagya very briefly will take place and the house owner with family will enter in that
home. This Yagya is for pacification of all negative energy and increasing more harmony, welbeing and overall progress in that home.
Many things are there we have to follow during the time of construction. We will guide if some one needs.
So importantly for having a good house according to Sthapatya Veda is , choosing a proper land, starting every thing with proper muhurta and
Yagya, construction as per the vedic rules and performing Vastu Yagya before entering the home first time .
If someone is interested to take place the Vastu Shanti Yagya in his or her premises then it is possible to send Vedic Pandits to perform the
Vastu Yagya there directly on the site which gives a very powerful effect. It is a three days ceremony. All the expenses the person have to bear
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Reviews
There are yet no reviews for this product.
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